
July 12 & 13, 1994. From left to right
are Rick Ball, Bill Gracey, Ralph
Lipsky and Brian Soehner.

1994

A 9.9 HP and a 48 HP motor were ordered at the 1994 Annual General
Meeting. Rob Haddow got them from Bay City Marine in Hamilton to
be taken to Camp in May 1995 by Al Glover.

The fireplace hearth was repaired by members and coins were placed in the mortar. This closed
off the access point where the chipmunks had been coming in to the lodge. The stove in the
Cook’s Cabin was replaced and the stove in the main sleeping cabin was repaired.

The boathouse foundations were always being affected
by frost. The weeping tile was installed to try to reduce
the amount of water that gathered around the footings.
The back breaking work diverted a large amount of the
water but more work was to be done in the years to
follow.

The electrical upgrade project had made great progress. The wires and pipe had been completed
to all buildings except the shower house. The 100 amp panel was ready for installation in the
kitchen and the #8 3 conductor wire had been run from the generator to the kitchen.



June 1994. Start of shower building.

Mark Farmer teaching Bob Larson not to make the same
mistakes.

Bob Larson making the fine adjustments.

Mark Farmer looking for the door?

John Kennedy, Orlyn Lewis, Bob Larson
and Mark Farmer tackled the building of
the shower  house in June of 1994. The
traps to catch the drain water had to be
hand dug and many Camps attacked this
over the next few years. Many more years
were to be spent trying to get sufficient
water pressure! (jump to 2004 and see!)



Mark Farmer roofing.

Bob Larson hard at work or playing King of the
Castle?

Orlyn Lewis bottom. John Kennedy top. Unionized!



Bud Lutman was awarded $350.00 at the Annual General Meeting to proceed with the dock
mooring system in 1995.

The grease trap had not yet been filled in and the re-chinking of the main lodge was not finished.
These jobs was left over to 1995.

The members decided to create The Constitution of Morton’s Point Camp by using the Rules and
Regulations of the time and modifying them to current day needs. This project was initiated by the
President,  Rob Haddow, who was assisted by Jim Steele. The final document was completed in
1999 by Tim Inkster, Keith Balfour and Rob Haddow and voted “in” by the membership.

Resignations (4) Dave Fenton non payment, Dave Love non payment, George Lloyd, Dick
Jack Morkin.

New members (1) Ed Urbaniak
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